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About the album: In her Director’s 
Statement about Globes, Nina de Vroome 
says: “The title refers to a notion of ‘worlds’, 
of which the earth comprises many. The 
documentary considers our globalised 
economy, but also the landscapes around 
the beehive. The micro-level is thus always 
connected to the macro-level, the local to 
the global. In Globes, bonds are forged between culture and nature and the ways in which the concept 
of 'ecology' can be given meaning are explored. Through these encounters, the film both wanders and 
always returns to its core, much like the bees which fly around on the hunt for flowers return to their 
hives laden with nectar.” Globes premiered internationally at the 2021 Ji.hlava International 
Documentary Film Festival (IDFF) in Prague, Czech Republic and has screened throughout Europe. The 
soundtrack includes not only Jordan Dykstra’s original music (including Gwenaël Mario Grisi’s piece 
“The Swarm” — performed by the Budapest Art Orchestra) but also four excerpts from Kevin Volans’ 
masterpiece “White Man Sleeps,” one excerpt of “Borromean Rings” by Reidemeister Move, and 
Morthen Kiang’s “Atlantis.” 

Jordan Dykstra (b. 1985, Sioux City, Iowa) is a Brooklyn-based violist and composer exploring the 
performer-composer-listener relationship through the incorporation of conceptual, graphic, and text-
based elements. He holds a B.F.A. from the California Institute of the Arts where he studied with 
Michael Pisaro and an M.A. from Wesleyan University where he was mentored by Alvin Lucier. His film 
music has been heard at numerous film festivals and his chamber music has been programmed in 
venues around the world. In addition, as a performer Jordan has been heard with bands such as Dirty 
Projectors, Atlas Sound, A Winged Victory for the Sullen, Valet, and Lucky Dragons. Recordings of his 
music (solo and collaborative) have been issued by New World, Important, Domino, Milan, Marriage, 
and Dykstra’s own cottage industry label Editions Verde. 

Purchase CD/digital: https://www.editionsverde.bandcamp.com or https://www.editions-verde.com 
GLOBES trailer: https://youtu.be/goliPcH5XWg  
Jordan Dykstra on Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/5rBR7yw3rPZPHAGOKjk5O1 
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